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From The Editor.

As some readers may have noticed the Historic Review has in recent months failed to
materialise. To those that have missed it I apologise, to those that haven't I won't
bother. Deciding to publish the magazine each month always was a bit ambitious;
optimistic  even  and  towards  the  middle  of  2016  it  had  to  slip  down my  list  of
priorities. By last October I had published thirty six editions, which is not bad going,
even if I say so myself. Instead of being a monthly from now on this periodical will
appear on an “ad hoc” basis as and when time permits. So on behalf of the Eastern
Counties Motor Club I give you Issue 37 of the Historic Review.

                                                                                                                                                                                                     ©Paul Skilleter Collection

Russ Taylor's XK120 complete with its modified grill at a 
CUAC sprint meeting at Snetterton in March 1960.



Not a Shaggy Dog Story!

In the world of dogs lovers there is much debate whether a certain breed should be
known as Alsation or German Shepherd, personally I prefer the former. However to
an eight year old boy being ripped apart by one this detail would be academic, motor
racing artist Andrew Kitson tells his story:

The Internet is a marvellous invention. We can share photographs, send messages and
correspondence, receive newsletters and meet up with new or long lost friends. I met
my partner on a dating website 17-years ago. Tim Reynolds is also another important
person in my life,  we are in contact again now thanks to the web. Tim Reynolds
saved my life...

On  September  2nd  1967  I  was  eight  years  old  and  was  fishing  on  a  Saturday
afternoon near the end of Brooklands Avenue in Cambridge, catching sticklebacks
and tiddlers with a net and jar by the road bridge over Hobson's Brook, which starts
as a spring at 'Nine Wells' and flows through the City to join the River Cam. I lived in
Trumpington, 2-miles south of the City near to 'Big Lou' Stanley's house (BRM) at
the time. I was alarmed to see two stray dogs charging down the steps towards me, a
fierce looking Alsation and a black Labrador. The Alsation attacked and bit my leg
then proceeded to rip me to shreds, coming back several times to have another go at
me. They were guard dogs from a pub on Hills Road and had escaped, badly treated,
hardly ever fed and the Alsation thought I was fair game, the Labrador just licked the
blood off. I do not recall any pain, the shock I guess, but my right upper arm muscle
was hanging out detached at the top, all clothes ripped off and I had deep bites all
over my body and blood pouring everywhere. 

After a few attempts – when the Alsation seemed to find other things to do such as
fighting with the Labrador – I managed to get up the dozen steps to the road by the
bridge where double decker buses, cars and bicycles had all stopped, men trying to
get the Alsation off me which kept coming back for another go. Eventually a man
(with what I thought in my dazed state was a fencing sword) fought it off...he was
Tim Reynolds. My father was a racing enthusiast and a weekend mechanic on racing
cars owned and raced by John and Jacquie Bond-Smith. In 1967 it was a Lotus 23B.
It is sheer coincidence that Tim was a local Motorsport man too but unknown to us,
taking part in rallies, sprints and autotests etc and ran a garage in Cambridge.

Although in a bad way I remember Tim picking me up covered in blood and put me
in the seat of his red Triumph GT6, I was so worried about the blood pouring onto his
jacket which was on the passenger seat..and what was going to happen to my new
bike left by the brook. But being racing and car mad I recall being thrilled to be going
fast in a Triumph sports car! I must have passed out because I remember waking up
whilst being carried into New Addenbrookes hospital, where a nurse saw us come in
and then said 'Oh my God' and fainted! I managed to tell them my name and the
police found my home and brought my father to the hospital leaving my two younger



brothers with a neighbour. Meanwhile police cars with loud speakers were looking
for my Mother who was shopping in Cambridge City Centre. They only found her
once she got off the bus back in Trumpington. 

I had 8 doctors sewing me up and blood transfusions, my mother was told had I
reached the hospital just 5-minutes later, I would not have survived due to the amount
of blood lost. I was quarantined too, they did not know if the dog had rabies.. but
fortunately  not.  I  was moved to the men's  ward as  my screams from nightmares
would wake all of the other children. Regular injections and having the stitches out
(199 of them externally I was told) was the most painful thing. I had to learn to walk
again and it took years to get over my fear of dogs, which lasted into the '80s. I only
get a little nervous now if I see a stray big dog (especially Alsations) without an
owner in sight. 

400 people were out looking for those dogs that Saturday night, eventually the police
shot the Alsation but not the Labrador, as those looking on also told the police it did
not bite me. My parents tried to sue the pub owner, at a cost of £400 –  a lot of money
in '67 – but the judge threw it out and said neglect of the dogs could not be proven. It
would most likely be a different outcome today. The attack made the TV and radio
news and front page of The News of the World. I still have the cuttings and the letters
my school classmates all wrote to me; as I missed the start of the new school year.
Tim visited me and my parents at home in Trumpington once I was out of hospital,
the last time I saw or heard anything of him, especially as our motorsport interest was
circuit racing.

Earlier  this  year  motorsport  photographer Mike Dixon e-mailed me some photos,
pictures he had taken at a West Suffolk M.C rally in 1970. Mike often sends scans of
his old negatives to me and I help him identify them, especially his old Snetterton
images. There was one of a Triumph Vitesse with the name 'Tim Reynolds' on the car.
I nearly fell off my chair! I told Mike my tale by email, he showed my story to his
friend Keith Pettitt at the WSMC. Keith came back to us and said he would forward it
to Tim and his wife Tina! 

I had no idea if Tim was still alive, still near Cambridge or anything. As I said...the
marvel of the internet. I also had no idea Tim was married to Tina Kerridge, one of
the team in the all lady 'Marshall's of Cambridge' Austin Maxi on the 1970 London-
Mexico World Cup Rally (Historic Review Vol.2 Issue X). I also had no knowledge
that Tim helped build the Maxi with Peter Baldwin and they were both on the support
crew. I can remember (3-years after my ordeal) cheering the lady team on from the
Cambridge Evening News reports of the Rally as they were our local team in this
important event, but did not realise Tim was involved. 

Tina was very shocked to read that email and after speaking to Tim who remembered
that day, contacted me. Tim has never told any of his family about his heroics that
day, in fact he has since said to me that he hadn't thought about it for about 30-years.



Furthermore, as a family we moved to Offord Darcy, mid-way between Huntingdon
and St.Neots in 1971 and I lived in the area into the new millennium before moving
to Norfolk in 2006. About 20 years ago I used to regularly chat to the manager at the
TVR dealer in Offord Darcy, a pleasant chap called Nick. We spoke a lot about racing
either  at  his garage or  in the pub across the road because he raced in the Rover
Tomcat  series  and the  Super  Coupé Cup,  we  have  subsequently  been  friends  on
Facebook for a while. Reynolds is not an unusual name but I should have put 2+2
together and asked Nick Reynolds at the time if he was related to Tim. Since making
contact I have now found out he is Tim's son! It is one small world. 

Nick too is amazed at the story as he had no idea it had happened, as I said, Tim has
never told his family about that day. What is really strange is that even now almost 50
years on, sometimes I can be watching TV or at work quietly painting, and the smell
of that dog's breath comes over me...I guess the memory is a complex thing. One
photograph from a friend via the internet has reunited me with a man who saved my
life. On September 2nd 2016 we met again for the first time since and exactly 49-
years to the day after the dog attack. Tim and his family and my partner Barbie and I
had a nice meal together at a pub near Cambridge, lifelong friends now. 

I took along a little gift  I had created for Tim and Tina, a painting I did of their
'Marshalls'  Maxi  on  the  World  Cup Rally.  The  very  least  I  could  do.  All  of  my
paintings for clients are of equal importance but perhaps this one is a little more
special from a personal viewpoint. Without him rushing me at high speed to hospital
rather than waiting for the ambulance, it is quite possible that none of them would
have been painted,  or  able to use the internet.  Thank you to Mike Dixon for  his
superb photograph but especially to Tim Reynolds. I am pleased to say though that
after three weeks in hospital I got home to find my bike, so I need not have worried. 
                                                                                                                                         

Andrew Kitson.
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Mike Dixon's photo of Tim Reynolds' stirring up some dust 
which in turn stirred up some memories.



Tina, Andrew and Tim with the painting of the 'Marshall's of Cambridge' Maxi....

… which Tim helped prepare for the 1970 World Cup London-Mexico Rally.

--oo0oo--



Burnt Fingers!

The name Jim Keeble has been mentioned several times over the last three years in
the  Historic  Review.  In  the  1950s Keeble  owned  a  body  fabricating  business  in
Ipswich and was instrumental in the building of several one-off bodies or complicated
alterations for fellow members of the ECMC. However he is probably best known for
his involvement with the Gordon Keeble, a stylish V8 that came out of the remnants
of the Peerless and ill  fated Warwick GT in the mid 60s.  Recently I learnt of an
another project he was involved with based on an Alvis TD21. By the mid-sixties this
manufacturer of 'Gentleman’s Carriages' was a bit of an anomaly with its Park Ward
coach built coupé or convertible bodywork powered by its own straight-six 3 litre
engine. Alvis were also manufacturing specialised vehicles for military use and the
making of motor cars was no longer important to them.

One of their loyal customers was an entrepreneur by the name of James Ormston
(Jim) Burns who having just sold his interest in a business making electric guitars
was looking for a new venture. Having learnt that Alvis were no longer exporting cars
he took it upon himself to turn his own TD21 into a one-off show car that would
impress the directors at Alvis and they – he hoped – in turn would commission a
batch of these to export to America and in doing so revive the company and make
him some money. Unfortunately such a car had no place in the plans of the board of
directors at Alvis.

Jim Burns with Hank Marvin who was one of his customers.



Burns figured that if the car was to sell across the Atlantic it must have a V8 motor.
This is where Jim Keeble comes in, he was entrusted with modifying the chassis and
replacing the straight-six with a 5355cc V8 engine and gearbox from a Chevrolet
Corvette. As this gave well over twice the power of the original it is fair to assume
that the brakes were modified as well! The bodywork was altered by Williams &
Pritchard who were well versed in prototypes and small production runs. As much of
the original body was retained as possible to reduce costs, the roof was lowered and
new wings front and rear fabricated in aluminium. The interior was trimmed by Wood
& Pickett Ltd in white hide with blue piping, switches and instruments were supplied
by the Gordon Keeble company. 

The Gordon Keeble which was styled by Giugiaro when he worked for Bertone

The result was a car whose appearance was similar to the Bentley S Type Continental
–  which had recently been replaced the by T series with its 6.2 litre V8 engine! Alvis
directors were impressed but as they were winding down car production altogether
had no intention of taking Burns project on. It was around this time that Alvis merged
with Rover who in turn were swallowed up by Leyland, this industrial titan had even
less interest in the bespoke car. The exercise had cost Burns £10,000, but he did not
have the funds to pay Wood & Pickett so they took possession of the car and in 1968
sold it to motor dealer Guy Salmon Ltd who advertised it at £3,950.

Today the Burns Alvis V8 is just another “could have been” that is no more than yet
another footnote  in  the history of  British motor  car  production.  But  looking at  it
rationally why would Alvis want to make a luxury car when they could supply the
military with as many armoured vehicles as they could build. The market for luxury
two door vehicles is only ever going to be so big and that had already been catered
for, add to that the finished article was already out of date and you have a recipe for
failure. Thankfully the Burns Alvis V8 has survived and for a modest outlay of only
£139  you  could  own  one  –  albeit  in  1:43  scale.  For  more  info  visit
www.marqueart.com.

http://www.marqueart.com/


                                                                                                                                                          Photograph courtesy of Silverstone Auctions

The finished article bore a strong resemblance to the Bentley S Type Continental...

...but the future of Alvis lay with specialised vehicles such as the Rolls-Royce powered Stalwart.

For more information on Jim Burns and his guitars go to:

www.burnsguitars.com

--oo0oo--

http://www.burnsguitars.com/


From Chadwell Heath to the Österreichring.

At a talk organised at a small village hall in Hertfordshire I was lucky enough to meet
– albeit very briefly – a man I have admired since first hearing about him some ten
years ago. In 1970 Peter Connew got it into his head that he was going to build a
Formula One car and go Grand Prix racing. Even more amazing is that he had no
interest  in  racing until  he  was in  his  mid  twenties  and started  working for  John
Surtees.  He and a  small  band of  friends and relatives worked at  Peter's  home in
Chadwell Heath and a small pre-fabricated concrete lock-up garage which he rented.
Surely the sensible thing would be to start with a modest Clubmans racer or Formula
Ford and work their way up, but no they were going to stand their ground against the
likes  of  Colin  Chapman,  Enzo  Ferrari  and  Bernie  Eccleston  who  then  owned
Brabham. 

Things were different then, many teams opted not to develop their own running gear
but purchase a Cosworth DFV engine and Hewland gearbox. Another short cut was to
obtain a March chassis, Peter eschewed this option and fabricated his own which in
turn classed him as a manufacturer.  Another difference was that qualifying meant
exactly that,  you had to qualify to get on the grid let alone start a race.  This would
give a small unknown team a chance to get a foot in the door. With the financial
backing of a French consortium it was agreed that their fellow countryman Francois
Migault  would  drive  the  car.  And  so  on  August  13th 1972  Peter  and  his  friends
managed to get the Connew qualified into 25th position on a twenty five car grid for
the Austrian Grand Prix held at the Österreichring. Migault and the car lasted twenty
two laps before the suspension broke. This was over a third of the race distance and
in doing so they had beaten Dave Walker (Lotus), Clay Regazzoni (Ferrari), Carlos
Reutemann (Brabham) and Jacky Ickx in the other Ferrari all of whom had already
been sidelined with mechanical maladies. 

Peter  Connew along  with  his  friends  had  taken  part  in  what  was  then  the  most
exciting motor sport in the world and beat some of the worlds best! 

1:43 scale resin replica of the Connew from Spark Models

--oo0oo--



Tony Hind (1919 - 2008)

Shortly  before the outbreak of  War in  1939 Tony Hind signed up for  the armed
forces. In 1940 he went to Sandhurst and was commissioned as a Lieutenant in the
13th/18th Hussars (Queen Mary's Own), a regiment of the Royal Armoured Corps, his
fathers old regiment. He saw active service throughout the war first being posted to
North Africa in 1942 where he fought  in the Battle of  El  Alamein.  His regiment
suffered heavy casualties and he was transferred to 8th Hussars, the King's Royal Irish
Regiment, which formed part of the 'The Desert Rats,' the 7th Armoured Division in
Egypt. He was mentioned in dispatches after accepting the surrender of an Italian
General in the Egyptian desert in 1943.

In preparation for the invasion of Europe the Desert Rats returned to England where
they trained for the invasion in Thetford Forest. The accompanying photograph was
taken on the eve of D Day in June 1944, and is the officers and men of A squadron
Kings Royal Irish 8th Hussars. Tony Hind went on to take part in the D-Day landings
on Gold Beach, actually on 6th June.

Tony Hind (standing second from right) at West Tofts training camp in Norfolk before
 heading south for the D-Day offensive.

Hind was promoted to Captain in 1944 and was a Troop Leader for A squadron. He
fought in the Battle of Villers Bocage and the Battle for Caen and was lucky to escape
injury when his  tank went  over  a  mine.  During July  and August  Tony fought  in
Operation Goodwood, the British Army's biggest ever tank battle, which resulted in
the final capture of Caen during August.



As he was fluent in French (having attended prep school in Biarritz for 5 years) he
was  able  to  use  his  language  skills  to  safely  navigate  his  way  through  German
occupied Normandy to great effect, and always said this was how he survived. He
used his fluent French to good effect to speak to the local French people to find out
the whereabouts of the Germans. He continued through France and after spending the
severe winter of 1944/45 in Belgium and Holland eventually reached Berlin at the
end of the War. Tony  somehow managed to get a BMW 328 to Berlin after it was
given to him as a thank you for liberating a Belgian town by the local mayor. 

Tony Hind stayed in the army until 1948 and then went to work for Renault in Paris,
before returning to England in the early 1950’s. Hind became a car salesman working
in Norwich for Stanley Boshier. Due to the governments policy of “Export or Die”
new cars were in short supply. Equally any pre-war saloon car could be sold at a
premium although genuine vintage sports racing cars could still be “purchased for a
song” due to the complexities of running them. As we know Stanley Boshier was a
wheeler dealer and knew how to get around the restrictions imposed by the main
dealers,  he could get pretty much whatever car you wanted. Boshier also dealt in
second hand racing cars which he and his associates would compete in before selling
them on. Soon Tony Hind found himself in the privileged position of being able to
race and rally the boss's cars. The earliest mention of Tony Hind racing is the ECMC
Club Speed Trial on the 4th October 1952 at Snetterton. This was in effect a sprint but
with two cars starting at a time. Hind was in a 1250cc M.G. although the local press
were present there are no photographs of the car. His times are recorded as 41.2 and
42.7 seconds. More experienced Lawson Hatherwell in a similar car was a fraction
over five seconds faster.

The RAC Rally March 1953. Tony Hind drove a Jaguar XK120. 
Whose car and who the co-driver was and where they finished is not recorded.



                                                                                                                                             ©Charles Dunn Collection. National Motor Museum.

Tony Hind on the grid in Stanley Boshier's Bugatti Type 57 at Snetterton 
for the E.C.M.C's meeting of 25th April 1953

                                                                                                                                        ©Charles Dunn Collection. National Motor Museum.



                                                                                                                                            ©Charles Dunn Collection. National Motor Museum.

For the 1955 RAC Rally Hind shared a Renault 4CV with Jack Sears.



Snetterton August 12th 1955. Hind in Boshier's Aston Martin DB3 
against Titterington's D-Type Jaguar.



The original owner of this car was Graham Whitehead.. 
It was chassis No. DB3/10 (The last one built) and registered TPB 641

Later that August Hind shared the car with Ellis Cuff Millar in the BARC Goodwood 9 Hour race.
Together they finished 15th Overall at an average speed of 70.26 mph.



Hind in a Borgward Isabella at Goodwood. The date is unknown but the Wolseley 1500 was not
registered until June 1957.

Tony Hind died on the 6th June 2008, the 64th anniversary of his landing in 
Normandy.

Many thanks to Chris Hind for supplying his fathers details and photographs.
Further reading: Churchill's Desert Rats by Patrick Delaforce.

--oo0oo--

Odds & Ends.

Historic Review (Vol 3 Issue VI) mentioned the 1:43 scale models of the Healey
Duncan made by J & M Models and sold through Marqueart. One of these was the
white car registered FCL 83 owned by Dr. Ian Peace from Diss who in the sixties was
my doctor. The temptation was too great and I soon caved in to the thought of having
one finished to resemble the day this photo was taken on August 23rd 1952 when the
ECMC Felixstowe Rally passed through our former circuit at Fersfield. Many thanks
to Chris at Marquart for his assistance with this.



                                                                                                                              ©Charles Dunn Collection. National Motor Museum.

Dr. Ian Pearce at Fersfield on August 23rd 1952..

..and again in 1:43 scale.

-

The story of Peter Connew and his foray into Formula 1 with his own car is shown in
a ten minute film on YouTube. Visit: www.youtube.com/watch?v=boZlncP1PKY

-

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=boZlncP1PKY


Can any Historic Review readers assist the XK120 Club with their research on two
right hand drive XK120s manufactured in 1951, these are chassis numbers 660697
and 660763. The records show that both cars were despatched not to a Jaguar main
dealer but Neil Buchanan Ltd, the latter of the two was then sold on to a Lt S. F.
Swain an officer in the U.S.A.F. As East Anglia was at the time the home of so many
American servicemen it is feasible that Buchanan's business was itself also in the east
of England, can any reader help with this?

Whilst on this subject: In the nineteen fifties the E.C.M.C. had quite a number of
American servicemen in its fold, as would the other motor clubs in the area. By the
very nature of their profession these gentlemen were “Just passing through” so very
little is known of most of them. Would anyone know if there is a definitive list of the
men who served their country over here in the immediate post-war years and then
during the Cold War?

Classified Adverts.

-

SCOLE ENGINEERING.
Rolling Road Facilities 

Weber & S.U carburettor jetting.
Vintage & Modern

Telephone 01379 740940

-



SAFELY FAST
Increase your confidence and enjoyment, car control,
self analysis and the ability to relax and break those

bad habits.

Whether it is the Nurburgring or your local airfield,
our personal support and encouragement can make the

difference in a highly complex sport.

Corporate clients are especially welcome.

A Grade ARDS Qualified Track Driving Instructor

With 10 Years Experience.

For details contact John Norington on :-

www.safelyfast.co.uk/

-

PHOTO ELITE
For All Your Photographic & Copying Needs.

13 MARKET HILL – DISS – IP22 4JZ
photoelite  diss  @gmail.com
Telephone 01379 640452

-

 KERRIDGES of Needham Market.

Telephone 01449 720222

mailto:photoelite@gmail.com
mailto:photoelite@gmail.com
mailto:photoelite@gmail.com
http://www.safelyfast.co.uk/


MAZDA  MX5
Servicing
Tuning

Track Day & Race Preparation
Accident Damage Repaired

Four Wheel Alignment
Rust Proofing

Sponsor of the: 
Michael Cleverley 

AMSC 2016 AutoSOLO Challenge 
Mazda MX5 Trophy.

Valley Farm Business Unit
New Street
Stradbroke
IP21 5JL

www.mx5expert.com/
Telephone 01379 384046

-

http://www.mx5expert.com/


PUGSPORT RACING
(C.M. CHAMBERS CARS)

Peugeot Specialist
Unit 3 The Forge 

Church Road
Weybread
IP21 5TQ

www.pugsport-racing.co.uk/
Telephone. 07889 082466.

-

I.S.L.A. Motor Sport.
Fabrication
Paintwork
Restoration

Accident Damage
Unit 2 

Gilray Road
Diss 

IP22 4EU

-

http://www.pugsport-racing.co.uk/


Cars on the Green 
& 

The Bury Motor
Show. 

 Sunday 18th June.
AT

Nowton Park
(BURY ST. EDMUNDS IP29 5LU)

For more info on trade stands
or to display your classic go to:

www.abbeygateevents.co.uk

Organised by Abbeygate Events

http://www.abbeygateevents.co.uk/


Norwich
01603 40 60 50

www.richard-drake.co.uk
-

Alfa Romeo & Fiat Spare Part Specialist
www.alfashop.co.uk/

http://www.richard-drake.co.uk/


 AQUAPLANE
FORD
 1172cc

PERFORMANCE
PARTS

&

PUBLICATIONS
Available From:

VINTAGE SUPPLIES Ltd.
NORTH WALSHAM

NORFOLK
NR28 0AJ

www.ford-aquaplane.co.uk/



VOLVO PV – 120 – P1800 – 140/164

Parts – Sales – Full Workshop Facilities.

Telephone 01379 388400
Email: volvo@amazoncars.co.uk

www.amazoncars.co.uk/index.asp

And Finally!

With a fleet of new Morris 1100s provided by the Nuffield Organisation the Molyslip Trophy
Race provided 15 laps of unusual racing for some of the worlds top drivers. Featuring as a
support race for the 1962 Autosport Three Hours meeting at Snetterton it included Graham
Hill, John Surtees, Sir John Whitmore bt. and as we can see here Jack Brabham, Don Morley
and Jimmy Clark!

http://www.amazoncars.co.uk/index.asp
mailto:volvo@amazoncars.co.uk


All contents written in good faith. The permission of copyright holders has been obtained where known.
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Errors and Omissions Excepted.
-
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-

To contact the editor regarding these articles write to:- 
Leigh Trevail
The Cottage
Bridge Road

Scole
Diss

IP21 4DP

leigh@leightrevail.co.uk

mailto:leigh@leightrevail.co.uk
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